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Abstract
For surviving in their complex and dynamic environments, organizations should be adaptable and interoperable with
these environments. However, there is a limit for distinguishing the range of occurrence and the level of severity in regard
to the new external problems occurring in a complicated environment. In addition, they lack system servitization for dynamic business model processing and system integration. Therefore, a study upon the handling of service requirements by
users, which could occur dynamically, needs a new concept of process mining to redesign a process to fit adaptation measure after analyzing the scope of problem recognition to change. The existing studies of process mining have been aimed
to extract the information of redesigning business process at the level of simple field of database; examine dependency
relation; and create a complete process model. Therefore, they lack in ways to analyze and evaluate business process of
new requirements for external situations and solve the problems of dynamic reconfiguration. In this respect, the present
study is aimed to analyze goal scenario so as to provide the service requirements of new scenarios that occurs dynamically and propose the process mining method that uses goal heuristic algorithm to analyze and evaluate process variable
information. When a new requirement comes out, business process changes by goal on the basis of context information
and searches a fit process model from existing goal scenarios and new goal scenario by goal heuristic algorithm. And then
the similarity, importance, association of the process models are evaluated and analyzed for the purpose. The information
analyzed in this way is capable of finding out problems resulting from change in requirements when necessary, determining the needs of adaptation and reconfiguring to keep providing services.
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1. Introduction

Studies regarding process management system have
currently been conducted on the flexibility of dynamic
business model processing, system integration and situational business model processing1,2. However, the existing
studies propose only partial solutions to new requirements and still lack in context awareness of the flexibility
of business process and system integration. In addition,
they lack the system servitization for dynamic business
model processing and system integration3,4. To solve the
problem, therefore, the concept of process mining that
evaluates currently running business process and reconfigures previous business process or helps create a new
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business process on the basis of the information acquired
through user-defined business process.
Existing studies on process mining include the
research of Agrawal et al.5 that proposes the business
modeling process based on logs of workflow management system and that of Cook and Wolf6 that analyzes
process data by using neural network pure algorithm and
Markovian method and improves process model in the
field of software engineering science. In addition, Aalst et
al.7 carried out a study to re-discover the process model
that considers the process of selective execution by using
α-algorithm and Alast et al.8 and Medeiros et al.9 used
genetic algorithm to develop and find the business model
that considers the processes of both selective execution
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and simultaneous execution. However, it was hard for
them to extract process when there were no previously
structured process models because they already analyzed
on the basis of structured process models. Furthermore,
such process mining methods are costly and time-consuming because they use the ignition rules of Petri-net in
to evaluating the adaptation of derived solutions.
The existing studies of external situation evaluation
for dynamic business process processing do not support
abstraction technology necessary for problem recognition but define specific problem contexts by using mainly
the conditions of performance environment resources.
Furthermore, because it is difficult to expand the domain
of evaluable problem with them, it is impossible to evaluate unpredicted situations that take place during execution.
The existing studies that support dynamic changes also have
several limitations, so that they are much limited to alternations. Moreover, as it is difficult for them to explore solutions
precisely, they can hardly explore the flow relation between
works of all tasks10. Therefore, those models have difficulty
extracting information of new requirements unpredicted
during designing process and dynamically reconfigure it.
In the analysis of external situations in the present
study, new requirements are analyzed on the basis of
goal scenario. The similarity, importance, association are
measured for the analysis of goal process model and process variable information on the basis of existing process
model information. In addition, the present uses goal
heuristic algorithm to find a suitable model and analyzes
changes. And it provides the expressions of the structure and reconfiguration behaviors through goal process
modeling and changed information on the basis of goal
scenario for new requirements.

2. Existing Process Mining
To optimize or reconfigure business process according to
new requirements, the capability of workflow is essential
to dynamically adjust to market change or when an exceptional situation brings out. Therefore, some companies
consider as competitive edge how quickly process can be
changed, react to external situations every changing and
deal with the change.
Most of process management systems are those that
execute in run-time by using business process defined in
Build-time. But when a system cannot execute anymore
due to the discrepancy or disagreement of information in
two stages, it needs to provide flexibility to tackle such a
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matter. In addition, it is required to have dynamic function
to change the attributes of running process and the activities involved in the concerned processing. On one hand, it
finds all the possible paths by analyzing the business process designed in Build-time. On the other hand, it finds the
information of actually executed path by using instance
information. The two kinds of information obtained in
this way are compared and analyzed to find useful information for a new execution path. Process mining is aimed
to find useful information from work processing records
that occur in business process and the results can be used
to renovate the business process of a company11. Currently,
the studies on process mining are mainly focused on
searching structured process models and some pay attention to analyzing the results of fundamental performance
or something from organizational perspective.
Agrawal et al.5 proposed the modeling method of
business process on the basis of logs of workflow management system. Cook and Wolf6 analyzed process data by using
neural network pure algorithm and Markovian method and
improves process model in the field of software engineering science. In the meantime, Aalst et al.7 carried out a study
to re-discover the process model that considers the process
of selective execution by using α-algorithm and Alast et al.8
and Medeiros et al.9 used genetic algorithm to develop and
find the business model that considers the processes of both
selective execution and simultaneous execution. However, it
was hard for them to extract process without structured process models because initial solutions for causal matrix had
already been created, based on previously structured process
models. Furthermore, such process mining methods are cost
and time-consuming because they use the ignition rules of
Petri-net to evaluate the adaptation of derived solutions. In
addition, as the volume of data increase, the effectiveness of
algorithm decreases and it is hard to search solutions precisely. As a result, it was hard to explore detailed relation
of process flow of all works and between works12. For the
reason, such mining models have difficulty extracting data
suitable for new requirements for dynamic reconfiguration.

3. Analysis using Goal-Heuristic
Algorithm
3.1 Searching for the Similar Candidate
Process Model
Analogous candidate model analysis does not analyze the
whole of existing processes on the basis of goal process
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model but instead searches a candidate model, depending
on the existence of activity through analogous analysis.
It analyzes and changes only the necessary information
of the candidate model. Analogous analysis computes
by using vector space model similarity to find a similar
model to goal process model in existing process models.
However, it has two restrictions in finding an
appropriate analogous candidate model from existing system. First, all the traces of process logs should have a clear
beginning and ending point. Second, the name of a task in
process should not duplicated or overlapped but unique.
If the two restrictions are lifted, correct process mining
can be secured through the proposed analytic method.
Here, N is the set of activity; S is the process model
for goal requirements; a is the activity that comprises goal
process; and P is the set of all possible process models
(S1 …Sn). And the model of goal requirements should be
S ∈Ρ and activity, Aj∈ N, and Ai ≠ Aj.
GA determines the existence of activity on goal
requirements process and computes similarity. When
activity is searched from existing process, it computes it
as 1, otherwise it as 0.
1
GA : Si = 
0

(when a

i

Sim (S, Si ) =

)

from S is detected within Si 

(otherwise )

n

∑ (GA : S )

 (1)

i

i =1

The number of goal-based process activity is NS.
Equation (3) calculates the similarity of activity (ASD)
with the values of existing process activity obtained from
Equation (2).
ASD =

Sim (S, Si )
NS
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3.2 Activity Relational Analysis through
the Order Matrix
The order matrix of similar process models comes by in
order of importance and association on the basis of the
similarities of the process models for goal requirements.
The information of goal scenario modeling is expressed
in order matrix and stored in tree shape and searched out
for analysis.
First of all, order matrix is made to find the activities
of similar process model with reference to data information archive where the information of process model and
detailed activities are saved.
When order matrix is made, it is expressed with 4
types of control relations (0, 1, +, –). Here, N is the set of
activities.
• The relation between Ai and Aj has value ‘1’ if Ai
comes before Aj.

(2)

The values of ASD are used to find a fit process. Higher
value means prior in order. In case that it is ‘0’, it means no
proper model suitable for goal requirements is searched
out from existing process. It means a complete disagreement, so a new process is created.
Analogous model models are searched in the high
order of ASD. And then weight values are assigned and
activity relation is analyzed accordingly.
Although ASD is high, it does not satisfy the condition
of being a fit process model. Therefore, contextual relation
before and after all the activities of processes should be
understood in finding a more suitable process model by
using order matrix.
622

With the analogous candidate process model Figure 1,
the similarity, importance and association of a process
model should be analyzed. Such process models are
composed only with completely analogous models that
include the activities of goal process model and they are
used in analyzing following relations. (S1 …Sn) means
similar process models and the number of instance that
is executed along with them was presented. S1~S3 in
Figure 1 are the results from searching analogous candidate process models. When it is supposed that the total
number of similar process models is n, 1/n is the weight
of each process instances executed by them.

Figure 1. Similar candidate process model
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• The relation between Ai and Aj has value ‘0’ if Ai
comes after Aj.
• The relation between Ai and Aj has value ‘*’ when at
least one trace of Ai exists before and after Aj and is
included in another parallel (AND-block).
• The relation between Ai and Aj has value ‘–‘when
Ai does not have any trace before and after Aj and is
included in another parallel (XOR-block).
In this way, order matrix is made on the process model for
goal requirements by using those 4 types of control relations.
4 types of control relations of order matrix are used to
analyze the relations with the activities between goal process model and similar process model. Importance (AID)
of all the analogous candidate process models is measured.
When 4 types of control relations of order matrix have the
same values for the activities of goal process model and
similar process model process, it is considered as important activities and expressed in the value of importance
(AID). When they are used in the entire analogous candidate process models, importance (AID) is computed
into ‘1’. This importance (AID) is very useful in finding
important activities that are not yet found in the process
of producing goal process model during the analysis of
external situation. In addition, it is also used in the process of improving goal process model while heuristically
searching analogous candidate process model.
Next, association (ARD) is measured to know if
analogous candidate process model and goal process
model, which are chosen on the basis of importance
(AID) information, are structurally agreed structurally. It
is to find if each activity value of candidate process models is same as the value of order matrix of goal process
model.
ARD (Sc ) =

∑

m
i =1, j =1

∑

m
j ≠1

( f (V

ai a j

m × (m − 1)

, Vaci a j

) × AID

ai a j

3.3 The Heuristic Search Algorithm in
Accordance with the Goal
Goal process model for new requirements first calculates
and extracts similarity (ASD), importance (AID) and association (ARD) of activity in extracting a similar process
model. To find a suitable similar process model on the basis
of such information, meta-heuristic concept and search
algorithm as suggested in this study is used see Figure 3(a).
In Figure 3(a), S is a model for goal requirements and
S’ is the fittest similar process model. S_B can be obtained
through a single alternation work, showing other paths
(sibling) of the model. S_K means child and it is searched
out in a tree structure. All the adjacent process models
analyzed from S on the basis of similarity are searched.
If Si in a candidate model is found to be a better model,
goal process model is changed to S’. AS includes all the

 (3)

“AID” means the importance of the activities and V
is order matrix. Sc is the candidate process model and Vc
is order matix of Sc. m = |Nc | means the number of the
activities in SC. The activities are shown as ai, aj ∈ Nc,
i ≠ j. The value is ARD (SC)∈[0,1].
If the activities of goal scenario should be all included
and association (ARD) with existing processes is more
than 50%, it should be adjusted and then adopted. If it is
less than 50%, it should be reconfigured. Figure 2 shows
the results.
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Figure 2 shows the examples of association analysis
with analogous candidate process model using order
matrix. Association (ARD) in the example was computed
with order matrix, focusing on the similar process model
extracted on the basis of similarity. S1 with the highest
similarity has 84% of association with goal process model
is evaluated as the most similar model in terms of structural order. S2 has 68% of association and S3 has 56%
of association. Therefore, S2 and S3 are evaluated to be
models with lower similarity in structural order than S1.

Figure 2. ARD by the order matrix.
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changeable activities and comes out in one Si, at least.
When aj is changed in Sc, AS =



n

i =1

N i each activity ai

Œ AS is determined to correspond with S_ K i , the fittest
in Sc. Here, the change of aj was considered for insertion,
depletion and moving. Therefore, if S_Kj has better value
than Sc, it will be included as AS of S’, or aj will be deleted
from AS. These processes repeat until a better model and
candidate process model are searched out by phase and
S’ corresponds as Si reference model that is found in the
last phase.

Figure 3(b) uses the correlation order matrix to show
satisfactory results for the process-evaluating index
through the comparison with the current goal process. It
shows the necessary works for the solution of problems.
Such works can be extracted through the order matrix.
The process with a high level of similarity requires less
works for adjustment compared to the one with a low
level of similarity.

4. Evaluation
Changes in each similar process model should be known
to change a suitable goal model through goal heuristic algorithm. Therefore, we compared existing process
model and goal process model by using their similarity,
importance and association information and could find
work necessary to solve a problem.
Figure 4 demonstrates that s1, which is the most
similar model to goal scenario-based process model, has
the least number of works to change. It is also shown that
the requirements according to the selection of process
model to change with are clearly found because the similarity of order relations is found through association. In
this case, the order of change can be different by user.
In Figure 5, it shows the necessary partial works for
the solution of problems. As a S1 example, consider the
graph shown in Figure 5 and assume that a new task, M
shall be inserted between the AND-split E and its corresponding AND-join B. Note that it is possible to add M as
a new branch between E and B, although the successors
of the AND-split E, the nodes A and F, have already been
completed respectively started.
Furthermore, by looking at the WF graph from Figure
5(a), a new task M may not be inserted between the nodes
E and B. In order to insert a new task between E and F, first
of all, the execution of F should be aborted by the user.
Therefore, it is possible to make a change for the demands
related to an unexpected situation by using the current process. Also, it is possible to identify the works which need
to be changed according to the order of priorities. Such a
result is sent to the monitoring process in process in order
to provide the necessary information for constant services.

5. Conclusion
Figure 3. (a) Heuristic search algorithm in accordance
with the goal. (b) ARD Analysis of Process Model Variants
by the order matrix.
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The present study proposed a process mining method that
analyzes business model on the basis goal scenario so that
new requirements for external situations can be consistently
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Figure 4. Analysis assessment for the extraction of the
similar parts and the goal process model.

(ARD) between candidate process models. Based on the
results, it extracts a fit candidate process model and searches
suitable similar process models. Similar process models are
searched to analyze process variable information by goalheuristic algorithm and order matrix for changes.
Using such information can help quickly understand
possible problems accompanied with change when necessary and forecast adaptation, so user can apply a quick and
efficient decision on unpredicted situation to an early scenario. In addition, it can help service go on in other fields.
As a following study, the author place in consideration
extraction of change effect and calculation of optimal scope
for requirements for change. Thinking that this study has
insufficiency in ways to verify extracted requirements
through the proposed evaluation, it proposes a study to
improve this. Therefore, the following study will be aimed
for a strategy for adaptation measure on the basis of the goal
scenario-based process evaluation information proposed
in this study and a way to dynamically reconfigure business
process model in a structure fit to changed requirements.
And it is expected that such studies keep carrying out to
provide users with a variety of dynamic services.
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